
  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER !  
September 9 - September 13……………………………………..(Test is September 13) 

Week 4’s Vocabulary Words 

1. evaporate (verb)- to turn from a liquid into a vapor #gas 
- Water evaporates into small water drops, or steam, when it is heated.

2. disguise (noun)- something that changes the way you look #costume 
- He wore a disguise of glasses, a fake mustache, and a cap, to hide his identity.

3. dormant (adj.)- not active #asleep 
- The seeds will remain dormant until the spring, and then they will awake and sprout into 

beautiful plants.

4. merchant (n)- one who trades in goods to earn a profit #trader 
- As the hungry merchant was walking along, he met a man fishing along the river and decided 

to trade some of his fur for some of the man’s fish. 

5. concentrate (verb)- focus attention on a particular object or activity #thinkhard 
- Even though they liked to play more than study, the two sisters always found a way to 

concentrate on their work, by paying close attention to what had to be done.

6. environment (noun)- the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or  
     plant lives #home  
- Because of the wealthy environment in which she lived, the teenage girl was spoiled and 

expected everyone to continue giving her gifts.

7. vital (adj)- something that is very important or necessary #Ineedit 
- Your heart and lungs are vital organs inside of your body that are there to keep you alive; 

therefore it’s very important to take care of them!

8. moisture (noun)- wetness caused by water #wet 
- Moisture in the air causes my hair to curl up due to the dampness.

9. absorb (verb)- to soak up #suckitup 
- A sponge will absorb any water it is placed in, and as a result of the sponge sucking up the 

water, it will begin to swell.  

10. brace (noun)- something used to hold something else steady or support it #holditup 
- We need to add some sort of brace to support the weight of the heavy books on Ms. Worthy’s 

bookshelf.
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  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER !  
Week 3’s Spelling Words………………………………. September 9-September 26 
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just add the suffix 
shocked (shock) 
greatest (great) 

supplying (supply)

double the consonant and add 
the suffix 

getting (get) 
occurred (occur) 

swimming (swim)

drop the -e and add the suffix 
using (use) 

strangest (strange) 
pleased (please) 
leaving (leave) 

included (include) 
freezing (freeze)

drop the -y, change it -i and 
add the suffix 
easiest (easy) 

funniest (funny) 
heavier (heavy) 
scarier (scary) 
angrier (angry) 

emptied (empty) 
worried (worry) 
happiest (happy)


